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Self- Cleaning and Anti- Microbial Transparent Photocatalytic Thin Films
Prepared by Ion Assisted Deposition 
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Besides conventional thermal evaporation methods which provide particles in the gas

phase with low kinetic energy, the ion assisted deposition (IAD) was used. The plasma

source Leybold APSpro as well as the ion source Denton CC-105 were investigated in

respect to operational parameters which are characteristic for the production of

transparent photocatalytic titanium dioxide thin films. Typical discharge currents range

from 1 to 5 A for the ion guns, while the discharge voltage was adjusted between 150

and 230 V by varying the gas flow. For the SYRUSpro1100 in conjunction with the

plasma source APSpro, deposition parameters were selected within a field typical for

the production of TiO

2

-coatings with good optical properties.

The Photonic efficiencies obtained for TiO

2

 coatings processed with IAD using CC-105,

IAD with APS and conventional cold PVD process compared with that of a commercial

photocatalytic active TiO

2

 glass were calculated. TiO

2

 films exhibit a

photodecomposition rate that is higher than uncoated substrates and than the

self-cleaning coatings of TiO

2 

that are commercially available. Water droplet angle data

demonstrates that the photocatalyst materials exhibit photoinduced superhydrophilicity.

The photocatalyst samples demonstrated antimicrobial activity towards the test

microorganisms. Some materials were also compared to commercially available

materials in terms of their potential antifouling properties. Hydroxyl radical production

from a TiO

2

 was confirmed. The optical properties of deposited TiO

2

 films can be

influenced by the deposition temperature, the evaporation rate and the various

deposition parameters of the ion source. During these studies the significant role of the

surface properties of the photocatalyst has been noticed. Using SEM and XRD it was

possible to observe the microstructure of anatase and rutile thin films.

The photocatalytic activity results in IAD thin coatings exhibiting self- cleaning and

disinfecting properties under exposure of UV irradiation. These properties make the

developed TiO

2

 films an obvious condidate for different applications such as high index

material, future laboratory balances and precision optics.
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